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Abstract: We consider the classification of near-horizon geometries in a general two-
derivative theory of gravity coupled to abelian gauge fields and uncharged scalars in four
and five dimensions, with one and two commuting rotational symmetries respectively. As-
suming that the theory of gravity reduces to a 3d non-linear sigma model (as is typically
the case for ungauged supergravities), we show that the functional form of any such near-
horizon geometry may be determined. As an example we apply this to five dimensional
minimal supergravity. We also construct an example of a five parameter near-horizon ge-
ometry solution to this theory with S1 × S2 horizon topology. We discuss its relation to
the near-horizon geometries of the yet to be constructed extremal black rings with both
electric and dipole charges.
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1. Introduction
The first microscopic derivation of the Bekenstein-Hawking black hole entropy was for cer-
tain five-dimensional supersymmetric black holes in string theory [1]. The simplest such
black hole is the extremal Reissner-No¨rdstrom (RN) solution, which is parameterised by
just its electric charge Q. A simple setup for embedding such black holes in string theory
is as the dimensional reduction of a D1-D5-P intersecting brane solution to type IIB su-
pergravity on T 5, where Q = N1 = N5 = P [2]. These entropy calculations were quickly
generalised to a rotating generalisation of the five dimensional RN solution that preserves
supersymmetry, the BMPV black hole [3], which is parameterised by its electric charge Q
and angular momentum J1 = J2. In fact, more generally there exists a consistent trun-
cation1 of IIB supergravity on T 5 to five dimensional minimal supergravity – the bosonic
sector of this theory is simply Einstein-Maxwell coupled to a Chern-Simons term – so
any solution to this five dimensional theory may be embedded into type IIB supergravity.
Subsequently, successful entropy calculations were performed for four-dimensional super-
symmetric non-rotating black holes in N = 4 and N = 8 supergravity [5], which arise upon
reduction of IIA supergravity on K3× S1 × S1 and T 4 × S1 × S1 respectively.
1An explicit Kaluza-Klein reduction for this is given in [4].
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A key assumption of these early string theory calculations is that a stationary black hole
is uniquely specified by the appropriate conserved charges (M,J1, J2, Q). This assumption
was inspired by the classic four dimensional black hole uniqueness theorems which indeed
state that there is only one black hole solution given (M,J,Q) (the Kerr-Newman solution).
It has turned out that this remarkable property of four dimensional black holes does not
generalise to five dimensions. This was revealed by the remarkable discovery of the black
ring, an asymptotically flat vacuum black hole solution with S1 × S2 (spatial) horizon
topology [6]. In conjunction with the Myers-Perry black hole, this explicitly demonstrates
that five dimensional black holes are not uniquely specified by their conserved charges (for
a range of M and Ji there are two black rings and one Myers-Perry black hole).
Subsequently, generalisations [7–9] of the black ring solutions were found in Einstein-
Maxwell-CS theory with coupling corresponding to the bosonic sector of minimal supergrav-
ity. A new feature which arises is that such solutions can carry a non-conserved magnetic
dipole charge2 D. This leads to a continuous non-uniqueness for such black holes, on top of
the discrete non-uniqueness of the vacuum solutions [7]. Thus stationary black hole solu-
tions to five dimensional Einstein-Maxwell-CS may carry all such charges (M,J1, J2, Q,D).
In fact, although not a conserved charge, the dipole charge still appears in the first law of
black hole mechanics [7, 10]
δM =
κδAH
8π
+ΩiδJi +ΦHδQ+ΨHδD , (1.1)
indicating that it must play a fundamental role in the quantum description of such objects.
The additional feature of dipole charge makes it more difficult to map out the space of
black hole solutions in five-dimensional supergravity theories. One may straightforwardly
add global electric charges to vacuum solutions by performing duality transformations.
While this technique is successful when applied to black holes with spherical topology,
singularities inevitably arise unless the initial black rings already carry dipole charge [8].
A strategy to circumvent this problem is to dimensionally reduce to two dimensions (we
restrict to stationary solutions with R×U(1)2 isometry) and use integrability methods to
generate new solutions [11]. This approach has proved extremely successful in producing
novel vacuum solutions such as the doubly-spinning ring [12] and the Black Saturn [13],
and is capable of dealing with dipole charge.
In this work we will pursue an alternative strategy by focussing on extremal black holes.
An extremal black hole possesses a unique near-horizon geometry, a solution in its own right
which gives a precise description of spacetime near the event horizon. While technically
simpler to analyse, near-horizon geometries retain properties of the parent black hole that
are intrinsic to the horizon, in particular the horizon topology and geometry. Given a
near-horizon geometry with no reference to how it connects to a full black hole solution, it
is of interest to calculate the conserved charges. It turns out for black holes with spherical
topology, it is possible to directly calculate (Q,J1, J2) from the near-horizon geometry
2In contrast to four dimensional Einstein-Maxwell theory, there is no magnetic conserved charge in five
dimensions. The dipole charge is the closest analogue, but can only be defined for black ring horizon
topology.
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alone. For black rings the ambiguity associated with identifying the S1 direction at spatial
infinity in the near-horizon means one cannot read off the angular momentum uniquely in
this direction, however, one can compute the angular momentum associated to the S2, the
electric charge and the dipole charge (see e.g. [14]).
Classifications of near-horizon geometries of rotating extremal black holes have been
achieved in four-dimensional N = 2 supergravity [15, 16] (Einstein-Maxwell theory with
a non-positive cosmological constant). In five dimensions, a full classification was made
for supersymmetric near-horizon geometries in N = 1 ungauged supergravity [17], and in
N = 1 gauged supergravity under the assumption of two commuting rotational symmetries
[18,19]. In higher than five dimensions a variety of classification results for supersymmetric
near-horizon geometries have been obtained [20, 21]. In the non-supersymmetric case,
much less is known; progress has been restricted to the pure vacuum [22] and static near-
horizon geometries [23]. Recently, the classification of vacuum near-horizon geometries in
D dimensions with U(1)D−3 spatial isometries was achieved [24] by exploiting the fact the
field equations are equivalent to a three dimensional SL(D − 2,R)/SO(D − 2) non-linear
sigma model. This extra structure is enough to allow for a direct integration of the near-
horizon data. One of the aims of this paper is apply this method to more general theories
with matter.
In this paper, we consider a general second order theory of gravity coupled to uncharged
scalars and Abelian gauge fields in D = 4, 5. Focussing on extremal black holes solutions
with D− 3 commuting rotational symmetries, we show that if the theory, when reduced to
three dimensions, can be cast as a non-linear sigma model with a symmetric space as the
target space, then it is possible to integrate directly to determine the explicit functional
form of all near-horizon geometries. Our main motivation for investigating this problem
was to apply it to supergravity theories which arise from truncations of supergravities in
10 and 11 dimensions. For example, we will apply our general results to D = 5 minimal
ungauged supergravity, which has such a non-linear sigma model description with a target
coset G2,2/SO(4) [25]. It should be emphasised though that our results are valid in a much
wider context and could even be applied to theories such as D = 4, N = 8 supergravity,
which when reduced to three dimensions is a non-linear sigma model with target space
E8,8/SO(16) [26]. However, in practice, the main obstacle to completing a full classification
is that there are a large number of non-linear algebraic constraints between the parameters
in the general solution.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the construction of using
symmetries to rewrite solutions in terms of scalars. In section 3, we show how these scalars
are related to the canonical form of near-horizon geometries established in [27], and give
gauge invariant formulas for the charges. We also show how one can integrate for the
general solution in the case the theory can be cast as a non-linear sigma model. In section
4 we consider applications of this method to minimal supergravity theory in D = 5 and
also construct a five parameter family of near-horizon geometries with S1 × S2 horizon
topology. Finally, in section 5 we discuss our results and make some comments regarding
the space of extremal black rings in minimal supergravity.
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2. Theories of gravity with hidden symmetry
Consider a general 2-derivative theory describing Einstein gravity coupled to abelian gauge
fields AI (I = 1 . . . N) and uncharged scalars φA (A = 1 . . .M) in D = 4, 5 dimensions,
with action
S =
∫
dDx
√−g (R− fAB(φ)dφA · dφB − V (φ)− gIJ(φ)F I · F J)+ Stop, (2.1)
where F I ≡ dAI , V (φ) is an arbitrary scalar potential, and
Stop =
{
1
2
∫
hIJ(φ)F
I ∧ F J if D = 4
−16
∫
CIJKF
I ∧ F J ∧AK if D = 5 ,
(2.2)
where CIJK are constants.
We begin our discussion by considering general U(1)D−3-invariant solutions. One can
always decompose U(1)D−3-invariant metrics as
g = γij(dx
i + ωi)(dxj + ωj) + γ−1hµνdxµdxν (2.3)
where i, j = 1, . . . D − 3 and mi = ∂/∂xi are the Killing vector fields. We introduce
the 3d base space M3 with coordinates xµ and a Lorentzian metric hµν . The quantities
ωi = ωiµdx
µ are 1-forms onM3 and γij are functions onM3 and we write γ = det γij. The
base space M3 is in fact the orbit space of the U(1)D−3 isometry, and we can think of the
spacetime as a TD−3 fibration over M3.
We also assume that the spacetime Maxwell fields F I and scalar fields φA are invariant
under the Killing fields mi. It follows that φ
A are functions on the 3d base spaceM3. The
Maxwell fields may be written in terms of a set of potentials defined on M3, as we now
show.
Define the magnetic 1-forms BIi = −imiF I , which are closed as a consequence of
dF I = 0 and the assumed invariance of the matter fields undermi. Hence we can introduce
the magnetic potentials bIi via
BIi = −imiF I = dbIi . (2.4)
Notice that LmibIj = −imiimjF I is a constant by standard arguments, and thus if one mi
vanishes somewhere (as will be the case for us), we deduce that LmibIj = 0, i.e. bIi are
functions on M3. Similarly we may define the electric 1-forms
EI = −gIJ(φ) im1 · · · imD−3 ⋆ F J (2.5)
which satisfy
dEI = −(−1)D−3im1 · · · imD−3dSI , (2.6)
where SI is the topological term arising in the Maxwell equation for F
I
d(gIJ (φ) ⋆ F
J − SI) = 0 , SI =
{
1
4hIJ(φ)F
J if D = 4
−18CIJKAJ ∧ FK if D = 5 .
(2.7)
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Explicitly, we have
dEI = dsI , sI =
{
1
4hIJdb
J if D = 4
1
8CIJK
(
bJ1db
K
2 − bJ2dbK1
)
if D = 5 .
(2.8)
Hence there exists a scalar potential µI given by
3
dµI ≡ EI − sI . (2.9)
It is clear that LmiµI = 0 and thus µI are also functions on M3. It is worth emphasising
that given the potentials (bIi , µI) one can completely reconstruct the Maxwell fields F
I
using the identity
F I =
1
γ
[
gIJ(φ) ⋆ (mD−3 ∧ · · ·m1 ∧EJ )− γ γijmi ∧BIj
]
(2.10)
where gIJ(φ) is the inverse of gIJ(φ), which can be verified directly from the definitions
(2.4) and (2.5).
Finally, we introduce the twist potentials. First define the twist one-forms
Ωi = ⋆ (m1 ∧ · · ·mD−3 ∧ dmi) (2.11)
which satisfy dΩi = 2(−1)D−3 ⋆ (m1 ∧ · · ·mD−3 ∧ Ric(mi)), where we have defined the
1-form Ric(mi) ≡ Ric(mi, ·) and Ric is the Ricci tensor of the spacetime metric g. Using
the Einstein equation one can show that
dΩi = 4EI ∧BIi =
{
−2d (bIdµI − µIdbI) if D = 4
−d [bIi (4dµI + 16CIJK(bJ1dbK2 − bJ2dbK1 ))] if D = 5 (2.12)
which implies the existence of the twist potentials Yi given by
dYi = Ωi +
{
2
(
bIdµI − µIdbI
)
if D = 4
bIi
(
4dµI +
1
6CIJK(b
J
1 db
K
2 − bJ2dbK1 )
)
if D = 5 .
(2.13)
It is clear that LmiYj = 0 and thus Yi are also functions purely on M3.
The potentials (bIi , µI , Yi) we have introduced are only defined up to certain gauge
transformations. For completeness we give these:
bIi → bIi + cIi (2.14)
µI → µI +
{
µ0I if D = 4
µ0I − 18CIJK(cJ1 bK2 − cJ2 bK1 ) if D = 5
(2.15)
Yi → Yi +
{
yi + 2(c
IµI − µ0IbI) if D = 4
yi + 4c
I
i µI +
1
6CIJK(c
I
2b
J
1 − cI1bJ2 )(bKi + 2cKi ) if D = 5
(2.16)
3In D = 5, although sI appears to break covariance with respect to the two Killing fields mi, it is
invariant under the SL(2,Z) symmetry which acts on the mi.
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where ci, µ
0
I , yi are constants. The other scalars γij are clearly gauge invariant.
Before moving on, it is worth noting that if we are on an “axis” of rotational symmetry,
i.e. where some linear combination vimi vanishes, then
viBIi = 0 EI = 0 Ωi = 0 . (2.17)
The first relation implies vibIi are constant on such axes. In 4d it is thus clear that all
potentials bI , µI and Y are constant on such an axis. However, in 5d any other linear
combination of the bIi need not be a constant on such axes, and furthermore due to the CS
terms in (2.9) and (2.13) the other potentials µI , Yi need not be constant either (although
later in the context of near-horizon geometries we will see that all potentials are constant
on the axes).
So far we have shown that we can represent U(1)D−3-invariant solutions (g, F I , φA) to
the above theory, by a 3d metric hµν and a set of scalars/potentials Φ
M = (γij , Yi, b
I
i , µI , φ
A),
which are all defined on the 3d spaceM3. Indeed, generically such solutions may be equiv-
alently derived from a 3d theory of gravity coupled to a harmonic map
S[h,Φ] =
∫
M3
√−h
[
R(3) − hµνGMN (Φ)∂µΦM∂νΦN
]
(2.18)
where R(3) is the Ricci scalar of h and GMN (Φ) may be thought of as a metric on the scalar
manifold with coordinates ΦM . We will assume that our scalar manifold is a symmetric
space G/H with the bi-variant metric
GMN (Φ)dΦ
MdΦN =
1
4m
Tr(M−1dM M−1dM) (2.19)
where M is a matrix constructed from the set of scalars ΦM and m is a normalisation
constant chosen for later convenience. We assume the matrix M is an n× n hermitian (or
symmetric if M is real), positive, unimodular, representative of G/H. This is sufficient to
capture many supergravities of interest in four and five (and higher) dimensions. In other
words, our 3d theory of gravity is coupled to a non-linear sigma-model. The equations of
motion for this 3d sigma model are
R(3)µν =
1
4m
Tr
(
M−1∂µMM−1∂νM
)
(2.20)
Dµ(M−1∂µM) = 0 (2.21)
where D is the connection associated to the base metric h.
In the absence of the matter fields this must reduce to the vacuum SL(D − 2, R)
nonlinear sigma-model [28]. In this case m = 1 and M is given by the real symmetric
(D − 2)× (D − 2) matrix
χ =
(
γij + γ
−1YiYj −γ−1Yi
−γ−1Yj γ−1
)
. (2.22)
With the matter fields,M is an n×n matrix, which in the vacuum limit must be equivalent
to a block diagonal form withm copies of the SL(D−2, R) matrix χ and an identity matrix,
such that n ≥ m(D− 2). The explicit form of M will depend on the precise theory we are
working with.
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3. Near-horizon geometries in theories with hidden symmetry
3.1 Determining the geometries
Now consider any extremal black hole solution to the theory (2.1), possessing D − 3 ro-
tational Killing fields mi which leave the matter invariant, with compact horizon sections
H of non-toroidal topology. As shown in [27], the near-horizon geometry is generically a
non-trivial fibration of the horizon over AdS2. Explicitly, it may be written as
gNH = Γ(x)
[
−r
2dv2
ℓ2
+ 2dvdr
]
+ L2
[
dx2
γ(x)
+ γij(x)
(
dφi +
kirdv
L2
)(
dφj +
kjrdv
L2
)]
F INH = d
[
eI rdv
L
+ LbIi (x)
(
dφi +
kirdv
L2
)]
φANH = φ
A(x) (3.1)
where γ = det γij, r = 0 is the horizon, ∂/∂v is Killing field normal to the horizon, (x, φ
i)
are coordinates on sections of the horizon H, and mi = L−1∂/∂φi. The coordinate x is
defined purely geometrically by dx = −L−1 im1 · · · imD−3ǫD−2, where ǫD−2 is the volume
form of the metric on sections of the horizon, as in [22].4 The coordinate ranges are
φi ∼ φi + 2π and −x0 ≤ x ≤ x0 with γ(±x0) = 0. For definiteness, we will define our
spacetime orientation by dv ∧ dr ∧ dx∧ dφ1 ∧ dφ2 > 0. The quantities ki, eI are constants,
and ℓ, L are two length scales associated to AdS2 and H respectively, introduced for later
convenience. This form reveals an enhanced SO(2, 1) × U(1)D−3 symmetry whose orbits
are generically TD−3 fibrations over AdS2. Note there is a scaling freedom
(ℓ, L, x, v,Γ, eI , bIi )→ (sℓ, sL, s−1x, s2v, s−2Γ, s−1eI , s−1bIi ) (3.2)
where s is a constant and will be used later to simplify the solution.
We are interested in the explicit classification of such geometries. One of the aims of
this note is to show that in a subset of theories of the form (2.1) it is easy to determine the
functional form of such geometries. The subset is such that the KK reduction on TD−3
yields 3d gravity coupled to a non-linear sigma model as discussed in the previous section.
To identify the 3d data associated to the class of near-horizon geometries above we
first need to identify the U(1)D−3 isometries. This can be done at the level of coordinates
by setting xi = Lφi, so xµ = (v, r, x) are our coordinates on M3. Now, we can read off
the 3d data associated to the metric, which consists of the base metric hµν , 1-forms ω
i and
scalars γij:
hµνdx
µdxν = L2dx2 +Q(x)[−ℓ−2r2dv2 + 2dvdr] (3.3)
ωi =
kirdv
L
(3.4)
γij = γij(x) (3.5)
4If the horizon orbit space H/U(1)D−3 is simply connected, this 1-form is globally exact. Therefore the
function x always exists for non-toroidal horizon topology, since the orbit space is then a closed interval.
This function may then be used as a coordinate everywhere except where some linear combination of mi
vanish (which only occurs at the endpoints of this interval).
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where we have defined the function
Q(x) ≡ Γ(x)γ(x) . (3.6)
The 3d data associated to the Maxwell fields may be determined by
bIi = b
I
i (x) (3.7)
EI = gIJ(φ)L∆
J(x)dx (3.8)
where
∆I ≡ e
I + bIi k
i
LΓ
. (3.9)
Therefore, from (2.9) we deduce that µI are functions of x only, and that
µ′I = gIJ(φ)L∆
J −


1
4hIJb
J ′ if D = 4
1
8CIJK
(
bJ1 b
K
2
′ − bJ2 bK1 ′
)
if D = 5 .
(3.10)
It is straightforward to check
Ωi =
γijk
j
Γ
dx (3.11)
and hence from (2.13) it follows the twist potentials are functions of x alone and can be
determined from
Y ′i =
γijk
i
Γ
+


2
(
bIµ′I − µIbI
′
)
if D = 4
bIi
[
4µ′I +
1
6CIJK(b
J
1 b
K
2
′ − bJ2 bK1 ′)
]
if D = 5 .
(3.12)
Therefore all scalars/potentials depend only on x. Hence the metric on the scalar
manifold, and hence the matrix M , only depend on x, so M = M(x). It follows that the
vr component of equation (2.20) implies (see [27])
Q′′(x) + 2α2 = 0 (3.13)
where α = L/ℓ, and thus using the boundary conditions Q(±x0) = Γ(±x0)γ(±x0) = 0 we
get
Q(x) = α2(x20 − x2) . (3.14)
The scaling symmetry (3.2) still allows some freedom in the definition of x. Noting that
Q→ s−2Q and choosing s = x−10 we get
Q(x) = α2(1− x2) (3.15)
with −1 ≤ x ≤ 1. Therefore the dx2 part of the near-horizon geometry metric is simply
ℓ2Γ(x)dx2
(1− x2) (3.16)
and
γ =
α2(1− x2)
Γ(x)
. (3.17)
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Now lets turn to the equation of motion for the matrix of scalar fields M . Since this
only depends on the coordinate x it becomes simply
d
dx
[
(1− x2)M−1 dM
dx
]
= 0 . (3.18)
We can now exploit the results of [24] where a useful form for the general solution to
equations of this form was derived. First one can integrate to get
M(x) =M(0)
(
1 + x
1− x
)N
(3.19)
where N is a constant matrix5. Now since M is hermitian, positive and unimodular,
essentially the same argument as in [24] can be applied, which we now repeat. It is clear
that M(0) satisfies the same properties as M(x), TrN = 0 and N †M(0) = M(0)N . Also
since M is positive one can introduce a matrix S such that M(0) = S†S and |detS | = 1.
Thus SNS−1 is a hermitian constant matrix, and by transforming S → V S for some
unitary matrix V we can always diagonalise SNS−1 (note this does not change M(0) and
is thus a freedom in the definition of S we may exploit). Thus we can write
MIJ(x) =
[
S†
(
1 + x
1− x
)SNS−1
S
]
IJ
=
n∑
K=1
(
1 + x
1− x
)σK
S∗KISKJ (3.20)
where σI are the (real) eigenvalues of SNS
−1. This expresses the matrix M(x) as an
explicit function of x and depends on the parameters SIJ , σI . Note that we have the
constraints on the parameters
|detS | = 1,
n∑
K=1
σK = 0 . (3.21)
Finally we may impose the xx component of (2.20). Using [27] we get6
2m = TrN2 =
n∑
K=1
σ2K . (3.22)
We will show that a regularity analysis completely fixes these eigenvalues in our general
setting. First note that for the 5d vacuum case one can show that the eigenvalues of
the analogous 3 × 3 matrix N are 1,−1, 0 [24]. In 4d the analogous 2 × 2 matrix N has
eigenvalues 1,−1. This suggests that the eigenvalues of our n × n matrix N are m pairs
of 1,−1 with the rest vanishing. Note that this solves both constraints on the eigenvalues.
We now show the eigenvalues are also given by this in the non-vacuum case.
5We use the standard notation that aN ≡ exp(N log a).
6This equation does not seem to appear in [24], although after a regularity analysis it turns out to be
automatically satisfied for them.
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3.2 Global analysis
We will now perform a global analysis of the horizon metric. Recall the coordinate −1 ≤
x ≤ 1 parameterises the orbit space Hˆ = H/U(1)D−3 and we normalised the angles so that
φi ∼ φi + 2π. The analysis splits depending on whether D = 4 or D = 5.
In the D = 4 case the horizon metric is simply
γabdx
adxb = ℓ2
[
Γ(x)dx2
1− x2 +
(1− x2)dφ2
Γ(x)
]
(3.23)
which is clearly invertible for −1 < x < 1. At the endpoints x = ±1 the Killing field
m = ∂/∂φ vanishes and absence of conical singularities at these points simply requires
Γ+ = Γ− = 1. With these conditions our horizon metric is smooth and invertible with
H ∼= S2.
For D = 5 the analysis is a little more involved and we will follow the analysis of [24].
At the boundary points x = ±1 certain integer linear combinations of the rotational Killing
fields mi must vanish:
vi±mi
∣∣
x=±1 = 0 (3.24)
where vi± ∈ Z and we assume that gcd vi+ = gcd vi− = 1. This is equivalent to
γij(x)v
i
± → 0 x→ ±1 . (3.25)
Thus the metric γij is degenerate at the endpoints – however only one linear combination
of the Killing fields vanishes at each point on the boundary and thus γij must be non-zero
and rank-1, i.e.
γij(±1) = w±i w±j (3.26)
where w±i are non-zero constant vectors. Notice w
±
i v
i± = 0. In the interior −1 < x < 1 the
2-metric γij(x) is positive-definite and thus invertible. In fact using (3.6) we see that
1
γ
=
Γ±
α2(1− x2) +O(1) x→ ±1 (3.27)
where Γ± = Γ(±1) > 0 are positive constants. The horizon metric is
γabdx
adxb = L2
(
Γ(x)dx2
α2(1− x2) + γij(x)dφ
idφj
)
(3.28)
which is invertible for −1 < x < 1 and generically has conical singularities at the endpoints
x = ±1. Removal of these conical singularities is equivalent to:
γijv
i
±v
i
± = α
−2Γ±(1− x2) +O[(1− x2)2] x→ ±1 , (3.29)
which can be thought of as determining α. With these conditions the horizon metric is
everywhere smooth with a topology depending on the vectors v±. Using the SL(2,Z)
freedom associated with the definition of the Killing fields ∂/∂φi we may always choose
v+ = (1, 0). The topologies are then given in Table 1.
– 10 –
H S1 × S2 S3 L(p, q)
v− (1, 0) (0, 1) (p, q)
Table 1: Possible horizon topologies in 5d
We have just discussed the behaviour of the scalars γij as x → ±1. The rest of the
scalars are easier to examine at the endpoints. Since they only depend on x, regularity
requires they must all tend to constants
Yi → Y ±i bIi → bI±i µI → µ±I (3.30)
as x→ ±1.
We now use these regularity conditions to deduce the eigenvalues of N as promised.
Since M is built out of various potentials associated to the near-horizon geometry it must
be the case that γpMIJ must be regular at the endpoints for some positive integer p –
technically we will assume these matrix components are smooth functions. We also assume
Γ(x) > 0 and is smooth. It follows that (1 − x2)pMIJ(x) should also be smooth for all
−1 ≤ x ≤ 1 including the endpoints. From the solution for M we have
(1− x2)pMIJ(x) =
n∑
K=1
(1 + x)p+σK (1− x)p−σKS∗KISKJ . (3.31)
Consider SKI for some fixed K. It must be the case that there is at least one I such
that SKI 6= 0, otherwise SKI = 0 for all I which implies detS = 0 a contradiction. Since
(1−x2)pMIJ must have a well defined limit as x→ ±1 it follows −p ≤ σK ≤ p. One might
worry that there could be singular terms for different values of K which cancel against
each other; however, the only way this can occur is if there are two eigenvalues σK = σK ′
and thus (1− x2)pMII(x) ∼ (|SKI |2 + |SK ′I |2)(1 + x)p+σK (1− x)p−σK which is necessarily
singular (i.e. the coefficients of the singular terms are both positive and thus can never
cancel) unless −p ≤ σK ≤ p. Furthermore, smoothness of (1 − x2)pMIJ at the endpoints
implies σK is an integer. This argument is valid for each K and thus we deduce that all
the eigenvalues can only take the values −p, . . . ,−1, 0, 1 . . . , p.
It turns out that in all known examples of theories in 4d and 5d the integer p = 1.
We will restrict to this case here.7 Therefore each σK can only be −1, 0, 1. Since the sum
of all eigenvalues vanishes we deduce that there must be an equal number of +1 and −1
eigenvalues with the rest vanishing. From (3.22) we deduce that the multiplicity of both
the +1 and −1 eigenvalues is m, with the rest vanishing.
To summarise we have shown that the general solution for M can be written as:
MIJ(x) =
m∑
A=1
S∗AISAJ
(
1 + x
1− x
)
+
2m∑
B=m+1
S∗BISBJ
(
1− x
1 + x
)
+
n∑
K=2m+1
S∗KISKJ . (3.32)
This expression completely fixes the functional form of the scalars/potentials and therefore
it completely fixes the functional form of the near-horizon data. This essentially solves
7It would be interesting to understand how much of a restriction this actually is.
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the classification problem for near-horizon geometries in a wide class of theories. We will
illustrate this more explicitly for some sample theories.
Finally note that we may deduce the functional form for Γ(x) from this general solution.
It turns out that typically a linear combination of MIJ gives γ
−1, i.e. γ−1 = LIJMIJ(x)
for some constants LIJ . Combining this with (3.17) determines Γ(x) to be a quadratic
function of x:
Γ(x) =
Γ+ (1 + x)
2
4
+
Γ− (1− x)2
4
+ Λ (1− x2) (3.33)
where the constants Γ±,Λ can all be written in terms of α, SIJ , LIJ .
3.3 Physical charges
In this section we give explicit formulas for the various physical charges and horizon area,
for spacetimes containing extremal Killing horizons whose near-horizon geometries are of
the form we have derived, purely in terms of the potentials. We note that in this section
our formulas are valid for any near-horizon geometry (3.1) in the general theory (2.1)
with U(1)D−3 rotational symmetry (i.e they do not require the sigma-model form of the
equations of motion).
The area is the simplest to calculate (due to our choice of coordinates):
AH =
∫
H
ǫγ =
∫
H
LD−2dxdφ1 · · · dφD−3 = 2(2π)D−3LD−2 (3.34)
which shows that L is an invariant quantity of a solution.
We define the electric charge by the conserved charge at spatial infinity:
QI =
1
4πG
∫
S∞
(gIJ (φ) ⋆ F
J − SI) . (3.35)
Note that in four dimensions this expression is gauge invariant, as is the case in five
dimensions assuming F I → 0 at spatial infinity. Using the Maxwell equation, one can then
give an expression for this charge as an integral over H:
QI =
1
4πG
∫
H
(
gIJ(φ) ⋆ F
J − SI
)
(3.36)
=
1
4πG
∫
H
gIJ(φ)∆
J ǫD−2 −
{
1
4hIJ(φ)F
J if D = 4
−18CIJKAJ ∧ FK if D = 5
(3.37)
where in the second line we have written the integrand explicitly in terms of the near-
horizon data. In four dimensions this may be evaluated explicitly using (3.10) and one
finds
QI =
L
2G
(µ+I − µ−I ) (3.38)
where µ±I = µI |x=±1. In five dimensions, one must take care to define the second term∫
H CIJKA
J ∧ FK properly, since in general we cannot assume the existence of a globally
defined gauge field AI (in particular for H ∼= S1 × S2). For the topologies of interest it is
sufficient to assume one can cover H with two charts such that AI can be made regular in
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each patch. Thus, split H = H+∪H−∪E where ∂H± = ±E and AI± is regular in H± and
AI+ −AI− = βI . Then the correct definition is [14]8∫
H
CIJKA
J ∧FK ≡
∫
H+
CIJKA
J
+ ∧FK +
∫
H−
CIJKA
J
− ∧FK +
∫
E
CIJKA
J
+ ∧ βK . (3.39)
For our class of near-horizon geometries we can take H± = {0 ≤ ±x ≤ 1} and E = {x = 0}.
We find that the charge formula then simplifies to
QI =
πL2
G
[
1
8
CIJK(b
J+
2 b
K−
1 − bJ+1 bK−2 ) +
∫ 1
−1
dx
(
LgIJ∆
J − 1
8
CIJK(b
J
1 b
K
2
′ − bJ2 bK1
′
)
)]
(3.40)
and thus using (3.10) we find
QI =
πL2
G
[
µ+I − µ−I +
1
8
CIJK(b
J+
2 b
K−
1 − bJ+1 bK−2 )
]
. (3.41)
One can check that this expression is in fact invariant under the gauge transformations
(2.14) and (2.15).
Let us now consider magnetic charges. In four dimensions this is a genuine conserved
charge given by
P I =
1
4πG
∫
S∞
F I =
1
4πG
∫
H
F I (3.42)
where the second equality follows from using the Bianchi identity. This can be evaluated
explicitly in terms of our potentials
P I =
L
2G
(bI+ − bI−) . (3.43)
In five dimensional asymptotically flat spacetimes there is no magnetic conserved charge.
The closest analogue is the dipole charge which only exists for H = S1 × S2 and is given
by
DI = 1
2π
∫
S2
F I (3.44)
where S2 is the 2-sphere on H. This evaluates to
DI = L(bI+i − bI−i )vi (3.45)
where vi∂φi is the Killing field with fixed points on the S
2, whose orbits are normalised to
period 2π.
One may also write down analogous formulas for the angular momenta, by using the
Einstein equations to write the Komar integral as an integral over H. This is straight-
forward in D = 4. However, in D = 5 for S1 × S2 topology, one again has to be careful
to define the integral over H as the integrand again contains non-gauge invariant terms
involving AI . It would be interesting to do this in our general setup, as was done in [14]
for some specific examples. We will not pursue this here though.
8This is to ensure that
∫
H
A ∧ F =
∫
Σ
F ∧ F where Σ is any manifold such that ∂Σ = H.
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4. Example: N = 1, D = 5 minimal supergravity
4.1 General near-horizon geometry solution
The bosonic field content of D = 5 minimal ungauged supergravity consists of a metric
tensor g and a Maxwell 2-form F . The field equations for this theory9 are
RAB = 2F CA FBC −
1
3
gABF2 (4.1)
d ⋆5 F + 2√
3
F ∧ F = 0, dF = 0. (4.2)
These equations follow from a particular case of the general action (2.1) with one gauge
field I = 1, gIJ(φ) = 1, CIJK = 16/
√
3 as well as V (φ) = 0 and constant scalar fields.
We will restrict to solutions (g,F) with a U(1)2 isometry with spacelike orbits gener-
ated by Killing fields mi where i = 1, 2. As shown earlier this allows one to represent the
Maxwell field in terms of scalar potentials. It is convenient to rescale these potentials as
µI =
√
3µ
2
bIi =
√
3bi
2
. (4.3)
We use the definitions of γij and the twist potentials Yi from the earlier general analysis.
Therefore in total we have 8 scalars (γij, Yi, bi, µ). Note that the gauge transformation
properties of these potentials may be deduced from (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16).
Remarkably, solutions to minimal ungauged supergravity with the U(1)2 symmetries
can be derived from a 3d sigma model defined onM3 of the form (2.20)-(2.21) with m = 2.
The target space of this sigma model can be identified with the coset space G(2,2)/SO(4).
Therefore the matrix M must be a representative of this coset and a convenient choice is
as a 7 × 7 real symmetric matrix with unit determinant, which is positive definite (this
follows from the fact we are reducing on spacelike Killing fields) [30]. In the following,
we will follow the presentation in [30], although we use our own notation above and make
some minor changes.10 Explicitly, the matrix M can be written as
M =

 A B
√
2U
BT C
√
2V√
2UT
√
2V T S

 (4.5)
where A,C are symmetric 3× 3 matrices, B is a 3× 3 matrix, U, V are 3× 1 matrices and
9We follow the conventions of [29] with the opposite signature.
10To relate our potentials to the analogous potentials used in [30], note that their Maxwell field is twice
ours, i.e. Fthere = 2Fhere. Taking this into account we have the correspondence:
bi = ψi, µhere = µthere, γij = λij Yi = ωi (4.4)
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S is a scalar. These are given by
S = 1 + 2(bkb
k + γ−1µ2)
U =
(
(1 + bkb
k)bi − µ√γ ǫ ki bk + µγ Y˜i
−µγ
)
V =
(
(γij − µ√γ ǫij)bj
γklbkY˜l − µ[1 + bkbk + µ
2
γ − ǫ
kl√
γ bkY˜l]
)
A =
(
(1 + γ−1µ2)γij + γ−1Y˜iY˜j + (2 + bkbk)bibj +
µ√
γ (bib
kǫkj − ǫikbkbj) −γ−1Y˜i
−γ−1Y˜j γ−1
)
B =
(
bib
j − µ√γ ǫ ji + 1√γ Y˜ibkǫkj βi
− bkǫkj√γ µ
2
γ − ǫ
lmblY˜m√
γ
)
(4.6)
C =
(
(1 + bkb
k)γij − bibj Y˜ i + ( µ2√γ − blY˜mǫlm)ǫikbk − µbi
Y˜ j + ( µ
2√
γ − blY˜mǫlm)ǫjkbk − µbj c
)
where we raise and lower all indices with the metric γij and have defined
Y˜i = Yi − µbi (4.7)
βi = −
(
1− µ
2
γ
)√
γǫ ki bk − (2 + bkbk)µbi + γklbkY˜lbi +
(
−µ
2
γ
+
ǫklbkY˜l√
γ
)
Y˜i − µ√
γ
ǫikY˜
k
c = Y˜ kY˜k − 2µbkY˜k + γ[1 + bkbk + (2 + bkbk)γ−1µ2 + γ−2(µ2 − blY˜m√γǫlm)2] .
Now let us introduce some notation regarding the matrix indices of M . We will refer to a
general component by MIJ where I, J = 1, 2, . . . , 7. An index I = (i, 3, j + 3, 6, 7) where
as always i, j = 1, 2, so for example
Mij = Aij Mi3 = Ai3 M33 = A33 (4.8)
Mi j+3 = B
j
i Mi6 = βi (4.9)
Mi+3 j+3 = C
ij M66 = c (4.10)
Mi7 =
√
2Ui Mi+3,7 =
√
2V i M77 = S . (4.11)
It is useful to show how the vacuum case is embedded in this formalism. If one sets
bi = µ = 0 we see that A = χ, S = 1, U = V = 0, B = 0 and C = χ
−1, where χ is the
vacuum SL(3, R) matrix (2.22), and thus
M =

χ 0 00 χ−1 0
0 0 1

 (4.12)
Note that using A−1dA = −AdA−1 it is easy to see that Tr(M−1dM)2 =2Tr(A−1dA)2 and
thus the above reduces correctly to the vacuum equations R
(3)
µν =
1
4Tr(χ
−1∂µχ)(χ−1∂νχ).
Finally, we can now identify the 3d data associated with near-horizon solutions of min-
imal five-dimensional supergravity with two commuting spacelike Killing fields as discussed
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in Section 2. It is convenient to rescale as
eI =
√
3e
2
, ∆I =
√
3∆
2
, (4.13)
in which case
µ′ = L∆− (b1b′2 − b2b′1) , (4.14)
Y ′i =
γijk
j
Γ
+ bi
[
3µ′ + (b1b′2 − b2b′1)
]
. (4.15)
Note that given the scalars (γij , Yi, bi, µ) we may invert the above relations to determine
the near-horizon data (ki,∆):
ki = Γγij
[
Y ′j − bj
(
3µ′ + (b1b′2 − b2b′1)
)]
(4.16)
L∆ = µ′ + (b1b′2 − b2b′1) . (4.17)
We now proceed to finding the general functional form of all near-horizon geometry
solutions of minimal five-dimensional supergravity by equating our general solution (3.32)
(with m = 2 and n = 7) and the explicit representation of M of (4.5). Since M is
symmetric and unimodular it has 27 independent components and therefore this is the
maximum number of equations for the 8 potentials. Therefore this algebraic system is
highly overdetermined, which leads to additional constraints on the SIJ .
The 33 component of this equation determines γ(x) and hence from (3.17) yields
Γ(x) =
Γ+(1 + x)
2
4
+
Γ−(1− x)2
4
+ α2(1− x2)
7∑
K=5
S2K3 (4.18)
where
S213 + S
2
23 =
Γ+
4α2
, S233 + S
2
43 =
Γ−
4α2
(4.19)
so that Γ(x) > 0 as required. The i3 and 37 components of (4.5) then give
Y˜i =
Γ+Y˜
+
i (1 + x)
2 + Γ−Y˜ −i (1− x)2 − 4α2(1− x2)
∑7
K=5 SKiSK3
4Γ(x)
(4.20)
and
µ =
Γ+µ+(1 + x)
2 + Γ−µ−(1− x)2 − 2
√
2α2(1− x2)∑7K=5 SK3SK7
4Γ(x)
(4.21)
respectively, where
Y˜ +i = −
S1iS13 + S2iS23
S213 + S
2
23
Y˜ −i = −
S3iS33 + S4iS43
S233 + S
2
43
(4.22)
µ+ = −S13S17 + S23S27√
2(S213 + S
2
23)
µ− = −S33S37 + S43S47√
2(S233 + S
2
43)
(4.23)
Next, the 3 3 + i component of (4.5) can be solved for the potential bi giving:
bi =
Γ+b
+
i (1 + x)
2 + Γ−b−i (1− x)2 − 4ηijα2(1− x2)
∑7
K=5 SK3S
j
K
4Γ(x)
(4.24)
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where ηij = ǫij/
√
γ is a tensor density (η12 = +1), we have used the notation S1j+3 = S
j
1
etc in order to maintain manifest covariance, and
b+i = −
ηij(S13S
j
1 + S23S
j
2 )
S213 + S
2
23
b−i = −
ηij(S33S
j
3 + S43S
j
4 )
S233 + S
2
43
. (4.25)
It is clear that these expressions for (µ, bi, Yi) are regular at the endpoints, as required
by our general analysis above. The final potentials to determine are the horizon metric
components γij. To do so, it proves convenient to first find expressions for b
i = γijbj and
thus bibi. From the i+ 37 component of (4.5) we find
bi =
Mi+37√
2
+ µM3 3+i . (4.26)
The final scalars to be determined are the metric components γij . These can now be
reconstructed from the ij component of (4.5) which gives
γij =
γMij − Y˜iY˜j − (2 + bkbk)γbibj + 2µ√γb(iǫj)kbk
γ + µ2
. (4.27)
We have explicit expressions for all quantities on the RHS and hence for γij. The formulas
discussed so far thus give us the explicit x dependence of the 8 potentials and using (4.16)
and (4.17) that of the near-horizon data. It is worth observing that γij are always rational
functions of the geometrically defined coordinate x, in general a quotient of two octic
polynomials.
Clearly, we have not yet used all components of (4.5), which will impose additional
non-trivial constraints on the SIJ . For example, the 77 component requires
bkb
k =
M77
2
− 1
2
− µ
2
γ
. (4.28)
Evaluating this expression at the endpoints and comparing to the same quantity computed
by contracting (4.26) with (4.24) yields the constraints
√
2ηijS
i
1 S
j
2 = S13S27 − S17S23
√
2ηijS
i
3 S
j
4 = S33S47 − S37S43 . (4.29)
We have derived the full set of such constraints evaluated at the endpoints, which take the
form of higher-order polynomial equations relating the SIJ . We do not display them here
as they are cumbersome expressions. Nonetheless, we may still deduce general properties
of our solutions. For example in the Appendix, these constraints can be used to show γij
is rank-1 at the endpoints, as required by regularity.
4.2 Examples of near-horizon geometries with S1 × S2 horizon topology
In this subsection we present some of the known examples of near-horizon geometries with
S1 × S2 horizon topology, together with their potentials which all take the general func-
tional form we have derived above (as they should).
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Five-parameter extremal black string
Now we present a five-parameter solution, describing the non-static11 near-horizon geom-
etry of a five-parameter extremal black string, whose full solution was first constructed
in [32]. This black string solution carries independent linear momentum P and angular
momentum J along the S1 and S2 of the string respectively, as well as electric charge
Qe and magnetic charge Qm. The 8 scalars γij , µ, bi, Y˜i that fully determine the solution
are conveniently parameterized by five constants : (a, β, δ, γ,R) (the final parameter cor-
responds to the radius of the S1 at spatial infinity). The explicit solution, which is fairly
cumbersome, is given in full in the Appendix. For clarify, here we exhibit only the func-
tional form of the near-horizon solution. The various constants and functions can be easily
read off from (A.1)-(A.20). The horizon metric is given by (3.28) with
γij(x)dφ
idφj =
Γ(x)
P (x)
(
(1− x2) [dφ2 − q0dφ1]2 + 1
Γ(x)3
[
a(x)dφ1 + (1− x2)b(x)dφ2]2)
(4.30)
where, as dictated by our general analysis, Γ(x) is a quadratic function. The remaining
metric functions are P (x), a quartic, and a(x) and b(x) which are respectively a quartic
and a quadratic, and q0 is a constant. Analysis of the local metric (3.28, 4.30) shows
that it extends smoothly to a cohomogeneity-one metric on S1 × S2. The Killing vector
field ∂/∂φ2 vanishes on the poles of the S
2. The remaining potentials take the following
functional form
bi(x) =
b0i + b
1
ix
Γ(x)
, µ(x) =
µ0 + µ1x
Γ(x)
(4.31)
Y˜i(x) = Yi(x)− µ(x)bi(x) = Y˜
0
i + Y˜
1
i x
Γ(x)
. (4.32)
We emphasize that the various constants defined above may be obtained straightforwardly
from the explicit expressions in the Appendix. The form of the scalars is still a remarkable
simplification given the complexity of the full black string solution [32]. Finally, note that
the locally AdS3 × S2 near-horizon geometry (see below) arises as a limit of the above
near-horizon geometry. Details are given in the Appendix.
A considerable simplification of this five-parameter solution occurs if one considers an
extremal black string with vanishing electric charge. We will refer to this solution as the
‘magnetic black string’ [33] and its near-horizon limit can be found by setting δ = 0 in the
Appendix (see also [34]). The resulting four-parameter solution has scalars:
γij(x)dφ
idφj =
a4(1− x2)
L2ℓ2Γ(x)
(
2(c4β + s
4
β)dφ
2 − sγR
a
dφ1
)2
(4.33)
+
a2
L2
[
a(x)dφ1 +
2a2cβsβ(c
2
β + s
2
β)(1 − x2)
ℓ2Γ(x)
dφ2
]2
where
Γ(x) =
a2
ℓ2
(
1 + x2 + 4c2βs
2
β
)
, a(x) =
R
a
(
cγ −
2a2sγcβsβ(c
2
β + s
2
β)
ℓ2Γ(x)
)
. (4.34)
11For examples of static near-horizon geometries of this theory, see [23].
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The AdS2 and horizon length scales are
ℓ2 = 2a2
[(
c4β + s
4
β
)
cγ − cβsβ(c2β + s2β)sγ
]
, L3 = Rℓ2 . (4.35)
The remaining near-horizon scalars are
b1(x) = −2Ra
2sγsβcβx
Lℓ2Γ(x)
, b2(x) =
4a3sβcβ(c
4
β + s
4
β)x
Lℓ2Γ(x)
µ(x) =
2aLcβsβ(c
2
β + s
2
β)
ℓ2Γ(x)
(4.36)
The shifted twist potentials are
Y˜1 = −2Racβsβx
ℓ2Γ(x)
, Y˜2 = −
4a2(c2β + s
2
β)(1 + s
2
βc
2
β)x
ℓ2Γ(x)
. (4.37)
Note that from these potentials one can immediately compute the electric charge from
(3.41) and find Q = 0 as claimed, and also from (3.45) generically the dipole charge D 6= 0.
The charges are explicitly given in the Appendix.
Supersymmetric Black Ring
For comparison, we give the corresponding scalars for the near-horizon geometries of other
known branches of extremal black rings. The near-horizon limit of the supersymmetric
black ring [9] is simply (locally) AdS3 × S2 with
γijdφ
idφj =
R2
L2
(dφ1)2 + (1− x2)(dφ2)2 (4.38)
Γ = 1, b2 = x, Y1 =
Rx
L
(4.39)
with ℓ = L and the remaining scalars vanish. The dipole charge in this case is simply
D = √3L.
Extremal Dipole Ring
The extremal dipole ring [7] has a three-parameter near-horizon geometry [27] parame-
terised by (q, λ,R1, R2) with one constraint between them
12 with scalars:
γij(x)dφ
idφj =
R21λ(1 + λ)H(x)
qL2(1− λ)F (x) (dφ
1)2 +
R22q
2ω20(1− x2)
L2H(x)2
(dφ2)2 (4.40)
Γ(x) =
√
q(1− λ)
λ(1 + λ)
F (x)H(x) (4.41)
where F (x) = 1+ λx, H(x) = 1− qx and 0 < λ, q < 1. The local metric extends smoothly
to a cohomogeneity-1 metric on S1 × S2 provided conical singularities are removed, which
requires
ω0 =
√
F (1)H(1)3 =
√
F (−1)H(−1)3 (4.42)
12Regularity of the full dipole ring [7] fixes the parameter R1, but this is not required for smoothness of
the near-horizon geometry, so we leave it free.
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which imposes a relation between (λ, q). The AdS2 and horizon length scales are
ℓ2 = R22
√
λ(1 + λ)q3
1− λ , L
3 = ω0R1ℓ
2 . (4.43)
The remaining non-vanishing near-horizon scalars are
b2(x) =
√
1− q
1 + q
ω0qR2(1 + x)
LH(x)
, Y1(x) =
R1(1 + λ)√
(λq3)R2
(
1− 1
F (x)
)
(4.44)
and note that in particular µ = 0. Using (3.41) and (3.45), it is easily seen that Q = 0 and
D 6= 0 as expected.
It is worth noting that the locally AdS3 × S2 near horizon geometry can be recovered
as a limit of these near-horizon geometries. One sends q, λ → 0 holding q/λ, R2q and R1
fixed (so R2 →∞). In fact this corresponds to the infinite radius limit of the parent dipole
black ring, taken purely at the level of the near-horizon geometry.
The dipole ring [7] has a charged generalisation [8] which in turn admits an extremal
limit. The corresponding near-horizon geometry has a similar functional form to (4.40)
with µ(x) 6= 0.
5. Summary & the space of extremal black rings
Constructing near-horizon geometry solutions in theories of gravity coupled to Maxwell
and scalar fields (such as supergravity) is a difficult task. We have shown that for solutions
which admit a U(1)D−3 rotational symmetry, and the subset of such theories which are
equivalent to a 3d theory of gravity coupled to a non-linear sigma model, it is possible to
completely integrate the Einstein equations to find the general solution. However, although
the method provides an elegant means to determine the functional form of the solutions,
the difficulty in solving the resulting set of algebraic constraints is a serious practical
obstacle. This prevents us at present from achieving an explicit classification of near-
horizon geometries in theories of interest such as five dimensional minimal supergravity.
Our work was partially motivated by the fact that the most general black ring solution
to five dimensional minimal supergravity remains to be found. Finding this could help
clarify their microscopic description in string theory [35, 36]. We recall that currently,
there are four separate known families of black ring solutions to minimal supergravity.13
There is the three parameter supersymmetric black ring (J1, J2, Q) (M =
√
3Q/2 with
J1 > J2) [9], a three parameter singly spinning dipole black ring (M,J1,D) [7], a three
parameter electrically charged black ring (this can never be supersymmetric) [8], and the
three parameter vacuum black ring (M,J1, J2) [12]. Naturally, it has been conjectured
that all these solutions are special cases of a five parameter family of black ring solutions
which carry all five charges (M,J1, J2, Q,D) independently [8]. We note that all the known
13We will only consider asymptotically flat solutions with a single regular horizon. We also restrict
our discussion to the minimal theory, although there are analogous solutions in the more general U(1)3
supergravity.
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solutions have U(1)2 rotational symmetry and thus it is reasonable to expect such a general
solution to as well.
Now, restricting attention to the extremal case, we deduce that extremal nonsuper-
symmetric black rings should carry four charges (J1, J2, Q,D) independently. However, it
is entirely possible that there are multiple extremal limits which lead to distinct families
of extremal black rings (and some of these could even have less than four parameters).14
Such extremal black rings will have associated near-horizon geometries (with U(1)2
rotational symmetry). These will either be already known, or correspond to new near-
horizon geometry solutions to minimal supergravity. Therefore a natural problem is to
actually classify all near-horizon solutions in five-dimensional minimal supergravity, ad-
mitting U(1)2 rotational symmetry, with spatial horizon topology S1 × S2. This would
therefore necessarily include the near-horizon geometries of these yet to be found extremal
black rings. However, one is then faced with identifying which near-horizon geometries
actually correspond to asymptotically flat black rings, as opposed to black strings or black
holes with other types of asymptotic behaviour (such as background Maxwell fields [23]),
which in general is a difficult inverse problem. Although we did not quite achieve an ex-
plicit classification, as discussed above we have in fact determined the functional form of
any near-horizon geometry in this class. This knowledge should be helpful in finding new
explicit examples of near-horizon geometry solutions.
In fact, the largest explicitly known family of near-horizon geometries with spatial
horizon topology S1×S2 in minimal supergravity, is a five-parameter solution correspond-
ing to the near-horizon limit of an extremal boosted black string15 found in [32]. In this
paper, we have constructed this rather complicated five parameter near-horizon geometry
explicitly, see Appendix A. Now, as discussed in [32], the subset of tensionless black string
solutions (which correspond to fixing the boost to some value) is expected to describe the
infinite radius limit of a yet-to-be found black ring with (M,J1, J2, Q,D) (whether it is ex-
tremal or not). The tensionless condition for these extremal, charged black strings is given
by (A.26). Interestingly, it turns out [32] that there are two distinct values of the boost
which solve this condition, thus leading to two four parameter families of near-horizon
geometries. These correspond to the ‘aligned’ and ‘anti-aligned’ cases in the nomenclature
of [32], referring to whether the linear momentum along the string is oriented with the
magnetic charge or not.
On the other hand, as observed in [27] and elaborated upon in [31], the near-horizon
geometry of the extremal vacuum doubly-spinning black ring is identical to that of the
extremal tensionless Kerr string. Furthermore, the near-horizon geometry of the super-
symmetric black ring, which is simply a quotient of AdS3 × S2, is the same as that of a
tensionless supersymmetric black string solution. In both of the above cases, the associated
string is in fact also the infinite radius limit of the corresponding black ring. Hence, for
these two examples, the near-horizon geometry does not capture any finite radius effects.
14This would be analogous to the vacuum KK black hole which has two distinct extremal limits termed
the fast and slow rotating cases.
15In fact it was shown in [32] there are two other possible extremal limits (see also [37]) but the associated
near-horizon geometries are simply AdS3 × S
2.
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One might expect this to be true more generally. However, the singly spinning extremal
dipole ring [7] provides a counterexample to this proposal. Its infinite radius limit is also
in fact another tensionless, supersymmetric black string with associated near-horizon ge-
ometry locally AdS3×S2. This is clearly not the inhomogeneous near-horizon geometry of
the dipole ring (4.40). We conclude that in this example, finite-radius effects are present
in the near-horizon geometry (in section 4.2 we show how to take the infinite radius limit
purely at the level of the near-horizon geometry).
The remarkable fact that the near-horizon geometries of the extremal vacuum and
supersymmetric black ring are the same of those of their infinite radius limits, can be
understood as a consequence of the fact that in both of these classes there is a unique
near-horizon geometry with S1 × S2 spatial horizon sections [17, 22]. Hence, finite radius
effects which would distinguish the near-horizon geometries of black rings and black strings
must be absent in these cases. However, in the absence of near-horizon geometry uniqueness
we see there is no mechanism to prevent one from losing finite radius effects in the near-
horizon geometry when one takes the infinite radius limit. Within minimal supergravity we
have seen that near-horizon geometries are parameterised by a finite number of constants
(the constants SIJ subject to some number of constraints), but it is unclear what the exact
number of parameters is for S1×S2 horizon topology and in particular whether it is greater
than four.
Let us now consider the near-horizon geometries of the four parameter tensionless
extremal black strings discussed above. The obvious question is whether these are isometric
to the near-horizon geometries of the yet to be found four parameter extremal black rings
with electric and dipole charge. Indeed, setting δ = β = 0, so Q = D = 0, gives the
near-horizon geometry of the extremal vacuum black ring (i.e. the near-horizon geometry
of the extremal Kerr-string with its tensionless condition sinh2 γ = 1). Furthermore, the
near-horizon geometry of the supersymmetric black ring, which is a quotient of AdS3×S2,
arises as a limit in the parameterisation we use (see Appendix A). However, the other
examples, namely the near-horizon geometries of the extremal dipole ring and its charged
version, do not appear to be contained in our 4 parameter families, although their infinite
radius limits (AdS3 × S2) are. We are therefore led to two possibilities. One possibility is
that these four parameter families of near-horizon geometries are the infinite radius limits
of the actual black ring near-horizon geometries. Another possibility is that there is a
branch of extremal black rings whose near-horizon limits coincide with those of their the
infinite radius limits, and that the extremal dipole ring and its charged version belong to
a distinct branch.
It order to get some insight into this, let us examine the Q = 0 cases of our four pa-
rameter families of near-horizon geometries, so that they become three parameter families,
which should correspond to (at least) the infinite radius limit of extremal black rings with
independent charges (J1, J2,D), i.e. doubly spinning dipole back rings. Note the only way
to set Q = 0, while keeping the string tensionless, is to set δ = 0 (see Appendix).16 It can
16This can also be found as the near-horizon limit of the magnetically charged tensionless Kerr string
which arises from setting Q = 0 in the full solution (this string was first given in [33] in a slightly different
form).
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be seen from the parameterisation given in [33] that the two solutions of the tensionless
condition correspond to having equal and opposite momentum along the string (given all
other parameters are fixed). In fact the extremal magnetic boosted Kerr string has a simple
expression for the area of the horizon as a function of charges (for any boost, with G = 1):
AH = 8π
√
J2φ′ −
2π
3
√
3
Pψ′D3 (5.1)
where Pψ′ is the momentum along the string converted to the coordinate ψ
′ = z/R and Jφ′
is the angular momentum with respect to the S2 Killing field. Recall that in the vacuum
case D = 0 the identification between the string angles (ψ′, φ′) and the black ring angles
(ψ, φ) is φ′ = ψ + φ and ψ′ = ψ, where ψ is the S1 angle and φ the S2 angle [27] (see
also [31]). By continuity this must be true for D 6= 0 and thus we must have Jφ′ = Jφ
and Pψ′ = Jψ − Jφ. Now, although our near-horizon geometries do not necessarily include
finite radius effects, in fact the area formula is typically insensitive to this [36]. We deduce
that the branch of black ring solutions corresponding to our near-horizon geometries would
always have a lower bound on Jφ given by J
2
φ >
2π
3
√
3
(Jψ − Jφ)D3. This branch would
contain the known extremal vacuum black ring.
Given this it is tempting to speculate that the area formula for all extremal doubly
spinning dipole black rings is given by
AH = 8π
√∣∣∣∣J2φ − 2π3√3(Jψ − Jφ)D3
∣∣∣∣ . (5.2)
This includes the above branch J2φ >
2π
3
√
3
(Jψ − Jφ)D3, and also for Jφ = 0 reduces
to the correct formula for the known singly spinning extremal dipole black ring AH =
8π
√
2π
3
√
3
|JψD3| [7]. Furthermore, this formula then suggests another branch of extremal
black rings which have an upper bound on J2φ <
2π
3
√
3
(Jψ − Jφ)D3 (assuming that the full
configuration space is filled).17 This would contain the singly spinning dipole ring and
generalisations thereof. It would be very interesting to test this idea by finding an explicit
near-horizon geometry corresponding to this, which should be made easier by the general
classification results presented in this paper.
In the presence of electric charge this picture becomes more complicated. In fact, as
shown in [32], the two solutions to the tensionless condition actually represent physically
different solutions, i.e. for fixed Jφ′ ,D, Pψ′ the electric charges are different. Therefore
even in this general case there seem to be multiple branches of extremal black rings. The
status of the three parameter supersymmetric black ring is also unclear, since as mentioned
above its near-horizon geometry (i.e. locally AdS3 × S2) arises as a limit of both of the
4 parameter near-horizon geometries we have presented here, and also as a limit of the
near-horizon geometry of the known singly spinning dipole ring. It thus appears that due
to its high degree of symmetry, AdS3 × S2 always arises as a limit of such near-horizon
17This would be analogous to the fast and slow extremal limits of the 5d vacuum KK black hole for which
the area formula A = 8pi
√
|PQ− J | in both cases.
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geometries (provided they have a non-zero dipole charge). However, this does not imply
that the supersymmetric black ring would be contained in all of the families of extremal
black rings, but rather that a near-horizon analysis is insufficient to locate this solution.
To summarise, based on explicit examples of four parameter near-horizon geometries,
we have argued that the space of extremal black rings in minimal supergravity is most likely
not connected. Our arguments, built from studying near-horizon geometries with S1 × S2
horizon topology, are complementary to the analysis of [32] which is based on consider-
ing the infinite radius limits of black rings and the blackfolds approach [38]. One branch
should contain the singly spinning dipole ring and the known charged black ring solutions
(including perhaps the supersymmetric black ring), whereas another branch would contain
the vacuum black ring (and perhaps the supersymmetric black ring). Furthermore, we
have (at least) the infinite radius limit of the near-horizon geometry of the latter branch of
extremal black rings. It would be most interesting to construct other near-horizon geome-
tries of extremal black ring topology to test these ideas. The general classification method
presented in this paper should help towards this.
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A. Near-horizon geometry of most general known extremal black string
Consider the six-parameter, asymptotically R1,3×S1 black string solution presented in [32].
From the five-dimensional point of view, the string solution is parameterized by its mass,
electric charge, magnetic charge, linear momentum along the string, angular momentum
transverse to the string and the circumference of the string at infinity. The extremal limit is
achieved by taking |a| = m, and we will assume a > 0. After a tedious calculation one can
construct the associated near-horizon geometry. The resulting solution is parameterized
by five parameters: (a,R) which have dimensions of length, and three dimensionless boost
parameters (β, δ, γ). The metric functions are given by
L2γij(x)dφ
idφj =
ℓ2(1− x2)Γ(x)
P (x)
[
u1dφ
2 − Rsγdφ
1
a
]2
+
a6P (x)
ℓ4Γ(x)2
[
(cγ − sγΩ(x))Rdφ
1
a
+ (u0 + u1Ω(x))dφ
2
]2
(A.1)
where cβ = cosh β, sβ = sinhβ, etc. and
Γ(x) =
a2
ℓ2
[f1(x)− (1− x2)] (A.2)
P (x) = (f4(x)− (1− x2))(f1(x)− (1− x2))− f2(x)2 (A.3)
Ω(x) =
f5(x)(f1(x)− (1− x2))− f2(x)f3(x)
P (x)
. (A.4)
It can be checked that
u0 + u1Ω(x) = (1− x2) b(x)
P (x)
(A.5)
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for a quadratic function b(x). Note that the invariantly defined function Γ is quadratic,
consistent with our general findings. As in our general analysis, the angles φi have period
2π and −1 ≤ x ≤ 1. The local metric smoothly extends to a cohomogeneity-one metric
on S1 × S2 and ∂/∂φ2 vanishes at the poles of the S2. We also have defined the constant
length scales
ℓ2 = 2a2c3δ

cγ
(
c4β + s
4
β +
6c2βs
2
βs
2
δ
1 + 3c2δ
)
− 2cβsβ(c
2
β + s
2
β)sγ√
1 + 3c2δ

 (A.6)
L3 = Rℓ2 (A.7)
and constants
u1 = 2c
3
δ
[
(c2β + s
2
β)
2 − 8c
2
βs
2
β
1 + 3c2δ
]
, u0 = −
4cβsβc
3
δ(c
2
β + s
2
β)√
1 + 3c2δ
. (A.8)
The functions fi(x) are linear in x and given by
f1(x) = 2c
2
δ

2c2βs2βs2δ
1 + 3c2δ
+ c4β + s
4
β +
2cβsβsδx√
1 + 3c2δ

 (A.9)
f2(x) = 2cδsδ(c
2
β + s
2
β)

 2c2δsβcβ√
1 + 3c2δ
+ sδx

 (A.10)
f3(x) = 2cδ

2sδs2βc2β(1 + c2δ)
1 + 3c2δ
− (c4β + s4β)sδ +
2sβcβx√
1 + 3c2δ

 (A.11)
f4(x) = 2

c4δ + s4δ + 2c2βs2β(c2δ + s2δ)2 + 2s2δs2βc2β1 + 3c2δ −
2sδsβcβx√
1 + 3c2δ

 (A.12)
f5(x) = 2(c
2
β + s
2
β)

 2c4δsβcβ√
1 + 3c2δ
− s3δx

 . (A.13)
The potentials associated with the field strength are
b1(x) =
a2R
Lℓ2Γ(x)
[cγf2(x)− sγf3(x)] b2(x) = ab
0
2
L
+
a3
Lℓ2Γ(x)
[u0f2(x) + u1f3(x)] ,
(A.14)
and
µ(x) =
aL
ℓ2Γ(x)
[
−cδu0 + 2c2δsδ(c2β + s2β)x−
b02a
2
ℓ2
(cγf2(x)− sγf3(x))
]
(A.15)
where we have defined the constant
b02 = 2c
2
δsδ
(
12c2βs
2
βc
2
δ
1 + 3c2δ
+ 1
)
. (A.16)
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The shifted twist potentials Y˜i = Yi − µbi take the simple form (setting γ = 0 for conve-
nience)
Y˜1(x) =
Ra
ℓ2Γ(x)
(m0 +m1x) (A.17)
where
m1 = − 4cβsβc
3
δ√
1 + 3c2δ
, m0 =
8c2βs
2
βc
3
δsδ
1 + 3c2δ
(A.18)
and
Y˜2(x) =
au0
R
Y˜1(x) +
a2
ℓ2Γ(x)
(n0 + n1x) (A.19)
where
n1 = −
4(c2β + s
2
β)c
3
δ(a1 − cδa2)2
(1 + 3c2δ)(cδa1 − a2)
, n0 =
8cβsβ(c
2
β + s
2
β)c
5
δsδ(a
2
1 − a22)
(1 + 3c2δ)
3/2(cδa1 − a2)
(A.20)
a1 = 1 + 3c
2
δ + 12c
2
δc
2
βs
2
β , a2 = 4cδc
2
βs
2
β . (A.21)
Given the scalars, it is straightforward to extract the remaining near-horizon data (ki, e)
from (4.16) and (4.17):
kφ1 =
2L2a3m1m0
ℓ4Rsδ
, kφ2 = −2L
2c3δ(c
2
β + s
2
β)
ℓ2u1
+
sγR
au1
kφ1 (A.22)
e =
16a3Ls2βc
2
βc
5
δsδ
ℓ4
[
cγ(c
2
β + s
2
β)
1 + 3c2δ
+
2sβcβsγ
(1 + 3c2δ)
3/2
]
. (A.23)
From the near-horizon data above we can immediately compute the dipole charge us-
ing (3.45) taking into account (4.3) (recall v = (0, 1)):
D = 4
√
3asβcβc
2
δ√
1 + 3c2δ
. (A.24)
Similarly, using the gauge-invariant formula (3.40) one can compute the electric charge
Q =
2
√
3πRasδcδ
G

(c2β + s2β)cγ + 2sβcβsγ√
1 + 3c2δ

 . (A.25)
Note these charges agree with those of the full string given in [32]. The condition for the
black string solution to have vanishing tension is [32]
2sβcβsγcγ√
1 + 3c2δ
+
(c2β + s
2
β)
4
[
c2γ + 1− 3s2γ(c2δ + s2δ)
]
= 0 . (A.26)
It has been shown in [32] that there are two values of γ such that this condition is satisfied,
with no further conditions on the remaining parameters (a,R, β, δ).
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Note that requiring Q = 0 implies that either δ = 0 or the factor in the square
brackets in (A.25) vanishes. It is straightforward to verify that only the former possibility
is compatible with the tensionless condition (A.26).
Finally, we note that this family of near-horizon geometry solutions in fact contains
the locally AdS3×S2 near-horizon geometry. In the parameterisation used here, this arises
as the limit a → 0 with ae2β , δ, γ,R fixed (so β → ∞), see also [32]. Notice this limit is
well defined even for the δ = 0 solution.
B. Fibre metric at axes of symmetry
Consider the behaviour of γij as x→ ±1 which must be non-singular since it is an invariant
of the solution γ(mi,mj). We begin by obtaining expressions for the scalars b
i as x→ ±1.
From (4.26) we find
bi =
bi±
1− x2 +O(1) as x→ ±1 (B.1)
where bi± are constants given by
bi+ =
2
√
2(S17S23 − S13S27)(Si1 S23 − Si2 S13)
S213 + S
2
23
(B.2)
bi− =
2
√
2(S37S43 − S33S47)(Si3 S43 − Si4 S33)
S233 + S
2
43
(B.3)
where we have used (4.23). This allows one to deduce an explicit expression for bibi and
hence its behaviour near the endpoints
bibi =
bi±b
±
i
1− x2 +O(1) as x→ ±1 (B.4)
where the constants bi±b
±
i simplify to
b+i b
i
+ =
2
√
2ηijS
i
1 S
j
2 (S13S27 − S17S23)
S213 + S
2
23
, b−i b
i
− =
2
√
2ηijS
i
3 S
j
4 (S33S47 − S37S43)
S233 + S
2
43
.(B.5)
The quantity γMIJ is guaranteed to have a finite limit as x→ ±1 as can be seen from our
explicit solution for M (3.32). In fact we have (for all indices):
MIJ =
m±IJ
1− x2 +O(1) x→ ±1 (B.6)
where m±IJ are constants given by
m+IJ = 4(S1IS1J + S2IS2J) m
−
IJ = 4(S3IS3J + S4IS4J) . (B.7)
Note that γMIJ → α2m±IJΓ−1± as x→ ±1. From (4.27) we can now see that as x→ ±1
(γ + µ2)γij = N
±
ij +O[(1− x2)] (B.8)
N±ij ≡
α2m±ij
Γ±
− Y˜ ±i Y˜ ±j −
bk±b
±
k b
±
i b
±
j
Γ±
+
2µ±b±(iηj)kb
k±
Γ±
(B.9)
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and N±ij are finite (possibly vanishing) as required by regularity. In fact one may derive a
simple expression for N±ij . First note that using (4.22) one can show
α2m±ij
Γ±
− Y˜ ±i Y˜ ±j = α±i α±j (B.10)
where we have defined
α+i ≡
S23S1i − S13S2i
S213 + S
2
23
α−i ≡
S43S3i − S33S4i
S233 + S
2
43
. (B.11)
Now using the i7 component of (4.5) one finds
b±i (b
±
k b
k
±)− µ±ηikbk± + µ±Y˜ ±i =
m±i7√
2
. (B.12)
Multiplying this by b+j and using (4.29) leads to, after some calculation:
N±ij =

α±i +
(
b±k b
k
±
Γ±
)1/2
b±i



α±j +
(
b±k b
k
±
Γ±
)1/2
b±j

 (B.13)
which is rank-1. This shows that at the endpoints, when µ 6= 0, γij is indeed rank-1, as is
required from our general analysis. The µ = 0 case can be treated similarly but requires a
higher order calculation.
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